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ABSTRACT

For the first time in this paper we present results showing the effect of speaker head pose angle on automatic lip-reading performance over a wide range of closely spaced angles. We analyse the effect head pose has upon the features themselves and show that by selecting coefficients with minimum variance w.r.t. pose angle, recognition performance can be improved when train-test pose angles differ. Experiments are conducted using the initial phase of a unique multi view Audio-Visual database designed specifically for research and development of pose-invariant lip-reading systems. We firstly show that it is the higher order horizontal spatial frequency components that become most detrimental as the pose deviates. Secondly we assess the performance of different feature selection masks across a range of pose angles including a new mask based on Minimum Cross-Pose Variance coefficients. We report a relative improvement of 50% in Word Error Rate when using our selection mask over a common energy based selection during profile view lip-reading.

Index Terms — AVASR, pose invariance, feature extraction, discrete cosine transform

1. INTRODUCTION

Research and development of Audio-Visual Automatic Speech Recognition (AVASR) systems has come a long way since the pioneering work of Petajan [1], however there are still a few significant challenges to overcome before such systems can be practically realisable. The addition of a visual modality can improve robustness to the effects of noise corruption in the audio channel and indeed help to visually disambiguate confusable phonemes such as /s/ and /ʃ/ or /ʃ/ and /d/. State of the art AVASR achieves visual only Word Error Rates (WERs) as low as 15-20% [2] in isolated unit recognition tasks and ideal conditions. However the visual modality also brings with it a much greater scope for a train-test mismatch than the audio, through factors such as poor mouth ROI localisation, local and global changes in illumination and variations in head pose which can each significantly degrade performance [3]. It is the latter of these problems that is considered in this paper.

The first known use of non-frontal video data for AVASR can be found in [4][5]. In this work the authors combine audio speech features with visual features extracted from profile view lip images, demonstrating that useful speech information may still be gained from non-frontal visual features. In separate works [6] and [7], profile based AVASR systems are compared to frontal based systems with conflicting results as to the superior. In the former it is the frontal view that yields the best performance; the authors use appearance based DCT features for both views in the visual front end, with the profile mouth ROI containing background information from the room itself. In the second paper, the authors make use of simple geometric visual features, with the profile features benefiting from an additional dimension over the frontal. Coupled with the lack of destructive background information in the profile mouth ROI, it is the profile based features that yield superior results. Interestingly both works report that the best performance is achieved when combining feature streams from both views, indicating that there may exist useful speech information unique to each view. A similar comparison is made in [8] between frontal and 45 degree video data, again showing the frontal based system to yield the best performance.

Fewer works exist on tackling the problem of pose invariant AVASR. Perhaps the most practical contribution can be found in [9][10], where the authors adopt a viewpoint transform approach in the feature domain to project features from one viewpoint into those of another. This allows for a model to be trained using a single viewpoint, such that features obtained from an alternative viewpoint may be mapped onto the ‘correct’ feature space. The results demonstrate this to be a potentially viable approach although it firstly requires the estimation of pose [11] in order to select the appropriate transform.

As there is such a vast quantity of frontal view speech data available for training a real world system, it is desirable to develop a lip-reading system that can operate across a range of pose angles despite training on a single view. The work in this paper focuses on the development of such systems with a view to omitting the pose estimation step, by using a Minimum Cross-Pose Variance (MCPV) analysis technique to highlight the DCT feature components most robust to changes in head pose. We choose DCT as it provides an efficient feature representation that has been shown to outperform other common visual speech features [12][13]. Using visual only, speaker dependent, isolated digit recognition tasks we present baseline results demonstrating the decline in performance as the pose angle deviates using a common energy based feature selection method. We then compare the performance of an alternative selection method based on MCPV coefficients to this baseline and also a third selection method from the literature [14], shown to be robust to small changes in head pose/rotation. A significant factor behind the limited research in this area lies in the lack of suitable multi-pose AVASR databases available, therefore another contribution of this work is in the creation of such a database named QuLips. In section 2 we describe MCPV feature analysis, followed by methodology and database details in section 3 and results in section 4.

2. MINIMUM CROSS-POSE VARIANCE ANALYSIS

Consider two simultaneously recorded video streams of a speaker V1 and V2, captured from two different horizontal viewing angles. Each
of these video streams has identical resolution \( M \times N \) pixels and \( T \) frames. Raw 2D DCT features are then calculated for each frame and for each video stream providing two raw feature streams \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \), each with \( M \times N \) components per frame and \( T \) frames. Assuming that individual DCT components have been mean and variance normalised as per section 3.3, a ‘difference’ feature stream \( F_{1-2} \) is then calculated by subtracting corresponding DCT components from one another across \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) for each time frame \( t \):

\[
F_{1-2}(m, n, t) = F_1(m, n, t) - F_2(m, n, t) \quad \forall m, n, t \tag{1}
\]

The cross-pose variance \( C_{1-2} \) of each DCT coefficient is then the variance of each corresponding element of \( F_{1-2} \) w.r.t. time \( t \):

\[
C_{1-2}(m, n) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (F_{1-2}(m, n, t) - \mu_{F_{1-2}}(m, n))^2 \quad \forall m, n \tag{2}
\]

It is then assumed that MCPV feature components are those components of \( C_{1-2} \) with the lowest values.

Figure 1 shows the result of the MCPV feature analysis on our database (detailed in section 3.1) between frontal and profile pose angles (0 and 90 degrees) after performing feature extraction as per section 3.3. It is the darkest areas that represent MCPV features and it can be seen that it is predominantly columns zero and two of the raw DCT that are most robust to changes in pose, corresponding to high levels of detail in the vertical direction and very little detail in the horizontal. The emphasis on even columns also indicates the importance of symmetry across the vertical plane [14]. This is intuitive in that it is the appearance of the mouth in the horizontal direction that distorts the most between profile and frontal views (see figure 4), and that whilst a frontal view mouth could be considered approximately symmetrical, the profile view is very much non-symmetrical. The implication of this analysis is illustrated in figure 2 which shows both frontal and profile sub-sampled mouth ROIs along with the same images reconstructed from 15 raw DCT coefficients using a common energy based triangular selection, and the 15 best MPVC coefficients (14 + DC to allow image reconstruction) from figure 1 respectively. While the images constructed using the triangular selection still clearly show the speakers pose, the images using the low ‘cross pose’ variance coefficients appear to have been normalised w.r.t. pose, resulting from a combination of the forced vertical symmetry and the smearing of horizontal detail. This result could be considered a generalisation of the findings in [14] which ultimately show that by retaining only the even columns from an energy based selection, vertical symmetry is forced in the spatial frequency domain and thus the mouth normalised to small changes in rotation or pose.

### 3. METHODOLOGY

We now present experiments conducted to test the validity of the MPVC analysis performed in the previous section, followed by results and discussions in section 4. Pose invariant and indeed multi-pose AVASR are still relatively novel areas of research and as such there are only a handful of databases relevant to the problem, namely; HIT-AVDB-II [15], AVICAR [16], CMU AVPBF [7], data from the IBM smart rooms in [6][9] and CUAVE [17]. However none of these datasets contain a sufficient number of simultaneously captured pose angles as required for our work. As such this work was built from the ground up through the ongoing collection of a new multi-view AVASR database named QuLips. By capturing video speech data from a wide range of discrete, closely spaced and measured angles about the speakers head the resulting dataset allows for a more controlled simulation of continuous head pose. Hence we begin this section with details of data collection and preparation, followed by feature extraction and details of the experimental setup. The reader is encouraged to contact the authors regarding distribution of this dataset.

#### 3.1. Multi-View AVASR database collection

For the initial phase of data acquisition two cameras were used and two subjects recorded. Video was captured at a rate of 25fps and a resolution of 720x576px. Audio was also captured using the internal microphones of each camera. Figure 3 shows a plan view of the setup. The floor area out from the speaker to the cameras was visually divided up into ten degree increments between zero and ninety degrees inclusive. Between recordings camera 1 was fixed at zero degrees whereas camera 2 was allowed to move around to the differ-
3.2. Data preparation

After data collection, mouth ROI cropping was performed via a semi-automated process. Facial feature tracking points and a mouth bounding box were manually defined in the initial frame of each video, followed by feature tracking using image correlation. The mouth ROI position was tracked based on the movement of the other features. Figure 4 shows a sample of cropped data for all angles. As per previous work [12], audio Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were trained for each individual digit using TIDGITS [19] audio data and the Hidden Markov Toolkit (HTK) [20], enabling forced alignment to be performed on the audio data to obtain audio frame boundaries for each digit. For simplicity these boundaries are assumed to be common to both audio and video.

3.3. Feature extraction

Visual feature extraction follows a standard approach which has been shown to be state of the art [12]. Firstly each video frame was subsampled to 16x16 pixels and converted to gray-scale, followed by mean subtraction of the ROI in the image domain as per [10]. This was found to improve recognition accuracies over mean subtraction in the feature domain. A 2D DCT was then applied to each frame and an appropriate coefficient selection mask applied to obtain the per-frame static feature vector. First order derivative features were then calculated and concatenated onto the static vectors followed by variance normalisation across each utterance.

Three selection masks are considered in this paper (see figure 5).

The first of these is a standard energy based mask [12][13] intended as the baseline, obtained using a triangular zig-zag pattern from the top left corner. The second mask is made up of only even columns of a triangular selection. These masks are respectively denoted 'Tri', 'Even' and 'MCPVα' throughout, all selection mask sizes are quoted in terms of static features.

3.4. Experiments

The HMMs used throughout are of a similar setup to [12]. All are of standard left-right topology with one model being trained for each digit using only the frontal data, 10 classes in total. Each model used 4 states with 2 Gaussian mixtures per state, this being found optimal during preliminary testing.

Two sets of visual only, speaker dependent isolated digit experiments were conducted. Isolated digits were chosen as they are relatively easy to discriminate between; this work represents an initial investigation into the effects of head pose on visual features. The first set provides a baseline result that shows how recognition performance varies across the full range of pose angles using a 'Tri' mask of varying sizes. The second compares the performance of all three feature selection masks given in section 3.3. In keeping with speaker dependent testing all results are obtained for each speaker and then averaged. For frontal only results testing was performed using the frontal data in a 9-fold cross validated fashion for each speaker. For testing on remaining angles all the frontal data was used for training, with testing performed using all the data for each remaining angle individually.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Baseline results

Figure 6 shows how the WER varies for the 'Tri' mask over a range of feature vector lengths as the pose used during testing deviates from the frontal view. The results firstly show an expected drop in performance as the train-test pose mismatch is increased. Secondly they show that a smaller feature vector length becomes preferable as the pose angle deviates further from that encountered during training, i.e. the higher frequency components appear to become detrimental. This is particularly noticeable in the 30-70 degree range where it is the smallest feature vector that yields the best performance, in contrast to the 0-20 degree range where it is the larger feature vectors.

4.2. Comparison of feature selection masks

To test the validity of our MCPV analysis in section 2, figure 7 shows the performance of all three feature selection masks given in section 3.3 over varying feature vector lengths for frontal, 30, 60 and 90 degree pose angles. Note that no account is made here for the redundancy or indeed information content of coefficients.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper we have presented results showing the effect of head pose on automatic lip-reading performance across a wide range of angles. We have adopted a Minimum Cross-Pose Variance analysis technique for feature component selection and shown that as the speakers head pose deviates from the frontal pose used during training, the higher order horizontal spatial frequency components become increasingly detrimental. We have also shown that higher order vertical components become preferential to horizontal components as the pose tends towards profile. Using a coefficient selection approximated from this technique we report a 50% relative WER re-
duction over a common energy based selection method when using a frontal trained model to read profile view lips.

Using the second phase of data collection we plan to extend this work by removing redundancy within the Minimum Cross-Pose Variance feature components, evaluating over a wider range of pose angles and investigating dynamic feature component selection.
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